Following the completion of their Remote Opportunity Assessment, Teamwork Trust wanted to start work on replacing both their existing lighting and heating systems – two of three recommendations that were made by the consultant.

To source quotes for these two projects, the Wellingborough-based charity requested further Green Business Fund support through the form of Implementation Advice – a service designed to support SMEs through the tender process. Once the Carbon Trust accredited suppliers had been shortlisted, their proposals were reviewed, assessed and ranked by our consultants to demonstrate the feasibility of the project.

Subsequently, Teamwork Trust were then able to apply for capital contribution towards their two projects to help secure more than £3,500 annual energy savings.

“The process was made easier as the Carbon Trust were able to select appropriate companies to undertake the work and review tender information. The work has been important as it shows we have been able to reduce our carbon footprint in line with our environmental policy”

Nick Hayton, Business & Fund Development officer for Teamwork Trust